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TIle ulliomity of CoitlomitJ III

HASTINGS
LAW NEWS
198 McAllister St., S.F. 94102

Interview with
Criminal Lawyer
(The following is the second in a series of interviews with attorneys in different areas of law
concerning the type of work they do and their
suggestions for the law student who would like to
enter their field. )
The Berkeley law firm of Wells and Chesney is
a typical small general practice law office. The
case load is divided between criminal matters,
which account for about 60% of its business, and
civil cases, which account for the rest. About
90% of the firm's time is devoted to litigation and
the remainder to dispensing legal and business advice to clients. Al though the finn made a name for
itself defending people against drug-related criminal charges, including some of the town's more
notorious drug pushers, perhaps its most import'BIlt
criminal cases today are those involving obscenity
charges against Easy Bay book stores.
Mr. Wells, a Boal t Hall graduate and a former
music major, first entered the legal field ten years
ago. He recalls that his first job was doing legal
research for $400 a month. "Once he passed the bar
exam, he was able to command a salary of $550
a manth--which compared with a high of $650 then
being paid to new attorneys. After spending three
years working for various firms in San Jose and Los
Angeles, he came to Berkeley and opened his own
office. His previous experience was predominantly in
employees' compensation cases, and at first he restricted his own practice to civil cases. Subsequently he expanded into the criminal cases, a fertile
field in the Berkeley of the sixties. He reports
that he was earning about $20,000 a year within five
years of leaving law school, and estimates that his
annual income is now $50,000. Mr. Wells estimates
that he works between 40 and 60 hours a week, and
may occasionally put in as much as 70 hours.

Mr. Wells and the other senior partner felt that
Evidence was the single most important course in
law school in terms of preparing for their type of
practice. They also felt that the Civil Procedure
course was of significant value. Mr. Wells said that
a course which emphasizes common law and the Socratic
approach to legal reasoning is extremely useful,
and he mentioned Contracts and Torts as examples. He
said that this type of course is a good primer in
case reading. To develop a skill in statute reading
he suggested courses in tax law or administrative
law.

Mr. Wells did not feel that an LLM is at all
essential to his own practice. But he was quick to
point out that this did not mean that he felt lawyers
were adequately prepared to practice upon completion
of the standard three year program. He was critical
of the training received in law schools today, and
remembered his years at Boal t as being a three year
party, particularly after the first year. Mr. Wells
fel t that some sort of legal intern program might be
a valuable addition to the requirements for
admission to the bar. He felt that the lack of
practical experience could be remedied and recommended that law students desiring to enter into his
type of practice should seek employment with a
medium-sized firm at first. He observed that working
for a large firm immediately upon leaving law
school usually involves doing "drone work,"
continued an page 5.
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Faculty Evaluation
Announced by Spadoro
(The following is an open letter to Hastings students
from ASH president, George Spadoro)
On February 12-15, ASH Council will be coordinating
a comprehensive evaluation of our faculty as well as
posing a short series of questions directed at
analyzing course content and providing standards for
a regular review of the Hastings curriculum.

Two students from each class will administer the
poll (first-year classes ｷｩｬｾ＠
be administered by ASH
renresentatives), and it will be conducted for 10-15
minutes in two consecutive class periods for each
course .
At various times this year and in years past,
we have heard numerous inquiries with regard to the
standards for retention and discharge of faculty
members. We have also been confronted w}th the difficult task of pre-registering for the fall semester
with insufficient infonnation upon which to base our
course selections. These are two major areas of
administrative hassle upon which a comprehensive facult
and course eValuation will have a pronounced effect.
It is unnecessary for me to explain the significance of a careful and critical analysis of your
professors' teaching abilities. If we expect to exert
continuing influence in the area of faculty placement, we must realistically prepare our basis of
persuasion.
In the realm of course selection, numerous factors
in addition to teaching ability come into play. It
is quite difficult to make lasting decisions at preregistration without critical information such as
course content and fonnal work requi rements (e. g. number of examinations, papers, etc.) at our fingertips.
"If all goes as planned, prior to registration
this spring, all students will have at hand swmnaries
of the faculty evaluation, a report on the course
evaluation, and the most accurate examination schedule
able to be formulated at that early date.

I feel certain these tools Vlill be of great
assistance in planning our individual programs for
the coming ye ar.
I urge you to review the sample evaluation in
this newspaper and prepare your answers prior to your
class so that you will not be rushed by "the time
limi tations.
George Spadoro,
President of ASH
TURN TO NEXT PAGE FOR LIST OF QUESTIONS
APPEARING ON EVALUATION.

Copglt!
Hastings Bookstore

Editorial
EVALUATING OUR INSTRUCTORS AND COURSES

HASTINGS LAW
}lanaging Ed! tor:

ｎｅｾｓ＠

Cbri8tine Beck

Contributing Ed! tors:

Carole Brill
JerT7 Thaua

Reporters: }I1ke Ubald!

Sean Ellis
Ibn Walker
Bob Lawlor

Mike Pbelpa
Mike Freed
Carl Williams

Duplicated in this issue you have seen
a copy of the faculty and course evaluations
being distributed and collected by ASH this
week. While -this may look like just another
circular to you the LAW NEWS urges each and
every student to carefully consider this
questionnaire and then to seriously answer
each question for each course and each instructor
he or she may have.
The purpose of this eValuation is two-fold.
We would hope to help our fellow students this
spring when they are faced with the awesome
and sometimes impossible task of pre-registering
for next fall. This will be the only place where
you will be able to find a comprehensive
evaluation of every instructor and every course
offered at Hastings. This will be the only place
asIde from some tips from friends or overheard
elevator gossip where you will find such a
complete review. Yet of course it is obvious
that we will only help each other and ourselves
in this respect to the extent that we all participate
in these evaluations.
The second purpose of these evaluations which is
ｰ･ｲｨｾｳ＠
less smilingly encouraged by the administration and faculty is the impact we as students hope
to have on the processes by which faculty
members are retained or let go and their teaching
assignments chosen. Professor Boyer, who chairs
the Committee on Faculty Appointments has
promised to take these into consideration when
making decisions as to reccomendations for
full-time permanent appointrnents- he even
suggested a question or two to' be included.
And Dean Anderson not only conmitted himself to
take these into consideration in the future but
he also helped facilitate the printing and distribution of the thousands of copies necessary
in order for this to be a valid review.
one likes to be "graded". Faculty members
. Nobeen
haV1ng
on the other side of this procedure '
for so long, seem to have a special aversion to it. Yet
No good instructor should have anything to fear .
from us and there should atleast be the good
faith expectation that we will be as "fair" in our
grading as they have been in their's.
Too many of us have sat through this year
watching, yet without a voice, while a good course
or a good instructor seemed to be in jeopardy.
And too many of us have"sat out" or "through" an entire
sernester- (or a year- ) of a course quietly
acknowledging that a certain course or professor
is useless to attend. While silence in this
respect may have been kind it has not been to the
advantage of anyone- especially not the students
at Hastings. "
The evaluations will be distributed twice this
week for each course so as to insure a maximum
of participation. Whatever your motivations in
responding we urge you to fill in the questionnaires
and return them. We can help each other. And we
can help insure a better quality of education at
Hastings.

(The following questions will appear on the
Faculty Evaluation Form to be distributed in
classes this week. Each professor will be
rated on competency in the subject matter,
ability to communicate and general attitude.
1bst of the questions will be answered by
selecting a grade on a scale of one through ten. )

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER
1.

2.

3.

PROFESSOR'S ABILITY TO TRANSMIT HIS KNOWLEDGE TO
THE STUDENT

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

How many hours of preparation are needed
for each hour of ｣ｬｾｳ＿＠
Specify:
13. How many exams (if any) are required in
this course? Specify:
14. How many papers (if any) are required in this
course? Specify:
STUDENT'S CONCLUSIONS
15.
16.
17.

Do you recommend the professor for this course?
How valuable is attendance in this course?
Do you feel the professor covered the subject?
Course Evaluation

18.

19.
20.

23.

24.
25.

ｾ＠

Attitude toward student participation in class?
Availatrility to stUdents out of class?
Willingness to assist stUdents with courserelated legal matters?

CLASS WORK LOAD

22.

.ge

Ability to explain material?
Responsiveness to views and questions?
Ability to promote discussion?
Facility in taking notes?
Special handicaps affecting presentation.
Specify

PROFESSOR'S ATTITUDE TOWARD STUDENTS

21.

Hastin,s Bookstore

Professor's command of subject?
Is the presentation well-organized?
Use of current materials to supplement
the casebook?

Is the course best suited for--lecture

di scussion, seminar or clinic?

'

The amolIDt of credit for the course should
be increased, decreased, the same.
The content of the course is (consistent)
(inconsistent) with the description in the
catalogue.
Do you feel any part of this course was
adequately covered in other courses?
Do you feel any part of this course is outdated
Do you feel this course will benefit you as
a practicing lawyer?
Do you feel that the curriculum at Hastings
should be organized into the areas of
SPecialization?
How often did/do you attend this class?

a
al comment, apart from Professor Barnett's
indi vi dual me ri ts, I fee 1 that the proce dure for choosing
faculty meni:lers is totally inadequate and must be
changed. It seems elementary that one would not offer
a critique of a play or movie without seeing it first.
How, then, is it possible to evaluate a faculty member
without either attending some of his classes or consulting some of his stUdents? Clearly, an evaluation
wi thout firsthand knowledge is no eValuation at all;
it is merely an empty procedure.

LeHers
EXAM GRADING

To the Editor:
For the past few years, the Tasmanian Knitting
Society has observed an intolerable situation at
Hastings. We feel that the length of time that
some professors take to correct final exams in inexcusable. It has been well over a month since exams
were completed and several instructors still have
not turned in their grades. We must concede that many
of the classes are quite large, but TKS's Committee on
Statistical Analysis has revealed that i f an instructor has a large class of 100 students, he or she
would have to read the outlandish number of 3.4 exams
per day to complete the class's exams in a month.
Tasmanian feels since the instructors at Hastings
require a certain level of performance from their students that it is only. equitable (Is equity dead at
Hastings?) that the students be able to require a
certain level of performance from Hastings' group of
distinguished professors. According to the most unimpeachable sources in the civilized world, to wit,
the Reader's Digest, Hastings' professors are the highest
paid law professors in the United States. We feel that
this compensation should merit a certain degree of
effort.
Tasmanian's Committee on Psychological Manifestations have discovered that to be an effective teaching
tool an exam must be returned promptly with pointed
remarks written on each exam. We hope the instructors
will take our suggestions to heart.
J. Dagmar Schweinhund
President, TKS
The following are excerpts from two letters sent
recently to Dean Anderson concerning Professor
Barnett.
Dear Dean Anderson:
I am just a student here at Hastings, and I hope
you will not think I am overstepping my bounds. However, students are what a school is all about, and the
best schools are those in which the students care
enough about their education to speak out on important
matters.
I am asking you to reconsider Professor Walter
Barnett for a permanent position on the Hastings faculty.
I realize that the task of selection permanent faculty
members is no easy job. As chairman of the chemistry
department at Trinity College, my father agonized over
many such decisions. He always considered two questions,
and I feel that those questions are applicable in
Professor Barnett's case: 1) is the person a scholar in
mind and spirit, and 2) is the person an effective
teacher. I believe that Professor Barnett not only
meets, but exceedS, these standards.
First Professor Barnett is a fine scholar. Not
only is he' doing independent research, but also his
day-to-day classroom approach in Property I-E was clear,
logical, and analytical. His discussion of the case
materials showed careful preparation and thought. He
incorporated social and historical factors into the
discussion of modern property law, giving the law an
intellectual frame of reference. His appreciation of
high academic standards was shown not only by his own
work but also by the high quality of work he expected
from his students.
Second Professor Barnett is an effective teacher.
His ｳｴｵ､･ｮｾ＠
had no trouble understanding his discussion of the cases and the law. However, what is even
more important is that Professor Barnett gave careful
attention to student questions and comments. He made
sure that he understood not just the question but also
the thoughts or confusion that led to the ｱｵ･ｳｴｩｾｮ＠
in
tnat student's mind. His property class was a dialogue,
not a monologue. There was always easy ｣ｏｉｬｵｮｩ｡ｴｾＬ＠
and communication is the essence of effective ｴ･｡｣ｨｾｧＮ＠

In the best interests of Hastings students and of
the College as a whole, I request that you re-evaluate
Professor Barnett's position in a meaningful way--that
is, a way which will give careful consideration to
Professor Barnett's individual merits as a scholar and
a teacher. I am confident that you will find that
Hastings would benefit by the addition of Professor
Barnett to the faculty.
Margaret S. Brown
Class of 1975
Dear Dean Anderson:
It has been brought to my attention that Professor
Barnett is not to be rehired for the coming school year.
As a student in his property class last semester, I feel
that I have some very legitimate observations which I
wish to convey to you.
As a Third World student,.

i:t

becB:JDe apparen"t "to me
shortly after commencing my studies here that racist
policies and attitudes of the administration and profes- sors were widespread and blatantly displayed. To say
the least, it was refreshing to attend a class where the
professor was objective in his presentation of the .
material. However, from my assessment of the professors
and administrators with which I have come in contact,
it appears that objectivity is not a goal of this school.
Al though the racism of this school (students included) is one of my prime concerns, the issue here is
simply one of Professor Barnett's abilities as a law
professor. If preparation, knowledge of material, interest in his students, a relevant relationship with the
class, objectivity and sincerity are of any value,
Professor Barnett qualifies as one of the better professors here at Hastings . .
It is a pleasure to find a person like Professor
Barnett teaching here and it would be a credit to Has
to retain him. I recommend that you reconsider your
decision regarding Professor Barnett and take a small
towards changing the pathetic quality of law education
at Hastings.
Power to the People,
John Yuasa
(Ed. Note: All persons concerned should realize
that it is the Committee on Faculty Appointments,
headed by Professor Boyer, which makes the decisions
rggarding permanent faculty appointments and not
Dean Anderson. In Professor Barnett's case, it
is this committee and not the Dean which has failed
to recommend Barnett for a fulltime permanent
appointment. )

ON PASSINOT PASS
To the Edi tor:
On February'. 7, Professors Kerr and Bomes
announced that, subject to faculty approval, a
pass/fail option would be offered to all students
in the Legal Writing and Research class. This
decision was brought on in large part by the
pressure exerted by students dissatisfied with a
grading system in this course. After ｳ･ｮ､ｩｾ＠
petitions to the faculty and discussing the situation with Professor Kerr, actions which had no
visible effect, the students turned to a more
direct method--handing in t he final paper with
no names and with numbers known only to the
students, with the idea of handing in the names
of only those who failed. Before this plan was
implemented, the grading system for the course
was changed.

continued next page
page 3
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Letters

There are primarily two reasons why this course
should be pass/fail. The first is that the course
as it existed this year did not measure any
learning process. The writing of legal papers
was not taught. Those of us who came here wi th
the ability to write did well, those who did not
come with this ability did not. It was our
past education and not any present performance
that was graded. Secondly, the grading system
differed radically with each teaching instructor.
Some graded high, others low. One student who
got a 80 from one teacher may have gotten a 90 if
he or she was graded by another instructor. These
arguments are obviously simplified, due to the
required length of this letter.
But it must be made cleB.'r to all at Hastings
that these attacks were not on Professor Kerr
personally or his ideas for the course. Rather,
student criticism should point to the need for
improving this course. All of us recognize
the need for a strong Writing and Research course.
Whatever substantive area of law we go into, we
will have to write legal briefs and memos, and
Hastings should recognize this fact by expanding
the writing course. Student attack of this
year's course was aimed at pointing out the
problems with the present course so that it can
be improved. Professor Kerr has many ideas for
expanding and improving the Writing and Research
course and the faculty and administration should
recognize the need for these changes by providing
the course with the necessary resources to implement them.
Finally, it must be recognized that what
occured ｾｲｯｵｮ､＠
the pass/fail issue was a show
of student power. Students are as much a part of
this school as are the faculty or administration
and our desires and views must be given some
weight in the decision-making process. The
actions of the first year class have shown that
when students act together they can make their
opinions heard and have an effect. It is the
students who are most directly affe'c ted by the
decisions of this school and the students should
therefore make sure that they have a say in
the decision-making process.
Stuart Hanlon

"OVER-78 CLUB"
To the Editor:
If Hastings students can agree on anything, it
is the need for a thorough evaluation of our faculty.
Indeed, it is surprising that the widespread student
disenchantment with the faculty has not resulted in
an organized campaign to demand that Dean Anderson
swmnari1y dismiss a m.unber of faculty members.
But how does one clean house and what are the
criteria for faculty review? Although it is
academic heresy to suggest that stUdents should play
a major role in faculty evaluations, the time is
fast arriving when Hastings students will no longer
tolerate academic incompetence and administrative
indifference to their opinions.
Facul ty review must begin somewhere and an
aPllropriate place might be with the "over 78 Club."
It should be made clear, however, t.hat this comment is
not a per se criticism of the over-78 club. The
club presently consists of seven professors. Their
academic accomplishments are beyond disllute. In
individual cases, however, their ability to teach is
open to serious question. Just as a professor
claims the right to criticize a student's preparation
and to eValuate a person's performance, we reserve
the right to comment on a professor's competence.
It is a well-known fact that several of our
professors lecture to a small fraction of the total
number of students enrolled in their classes. One
professor insures attendance with a coercise seating
chart and is enjoying full classrooms for the first
time in y-ears. Another is an inscrutable baffler who
has mystified students for years.
These are not kind words, and it is unfortunate
that they have to be written about kindly and decent
men. What is truly tragic is that no one has acted
to spare these eminent scholars this criticism. The
"over-78;" approach has only one shortcoming: some
men simply do not know when to retire. It is with
deep ｲ･ｧｾ＠
that an overriding concern for a quality
education requires this conunent. Surely- there is
a better way.
Anthony Muir

BOOK RIP-OFFS

III

To the Edi tor:
Tuesday, the 16th of Ian. in room E .at 6: J5pm,
Professor Kanowitz adjourned his Sex Roles in Law and
Society class for a ten-minute break. Leaving my $20
book at my seat, I walked out of class and to the
library. When I returned ten minutes later, the book
was missing. I have little money, and it will be
several weeks before I can afford a new book, but the
ripoff doesn't bother me so mucll because the book was
taken. What really is important is the fact that the
book was taken from inside the law building itself.
During the course Qf study and research in a law
building, especially in or near a law library, it is
almost imperative that one leave study materials on a
desk. Yet there exists the threat that valuable
materials which a student obtains only at great cost
relative to his income may be taken during the course
of research. I believe that this condition, if it
exists in any more than isolated instances, is a
significant deterrent to study and use of the law school
facilities. If book ripoffs in and near the library
are common, students should be aware of the condition.
I hope the person who took the book will return it to
me, same time, same place at the next class session.
Will my faith in humanity be restored, or will I be
forced to pursue investigation of unrevealed clues?
Only time will tell.
C. C. Gautschi

-page 4
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Taxes: Welfare for the Wealthy
Donald Struckman
April 15 is near at hand and it causes us all
to pause and wonder when we see the amounts withheld from our work checks and the tax bill on our
property--either directly or through rent.

The conclusions from these facts are a list of
injustices. Something must be done. Fortunately,
a few are working for reform. Ralph Nader's Tax Reform
Research Group is at work compiling facts such as
those reported here. The group publishes a newspaper, People and Taxes, to inform the public about
the injustices of the tax systems in the country.
For more information, contact: Tax Reform Research
Group, P.O. Box 14198, Ben Franklin Station, Washington
DC 20044.

We all ask why the governments need so much of
our money.
A look at the tax returns may explain why. In
the three years 1969-71, U.S. Steel paid no federal
income tax. In 1971 the following companies paid
no federal income tax:
Mclxmnell Douglas (net income before taxes $45
million)
Gulf and Western Industries ($51 million)
Alcoa ($50 million)
The Signal Companies ($27 million)
In 1971 ITT paid less than 5% in federal income
tax. Texaco, Gulf Oil, Sun Oil and Continental Oil
all paid less than 5% in 1971. The combined income
of these five is $2.4 billion.
In 19'70 over 1,300 persons making $50,000 or more
paid no federal income taxes.
In Cook County, Illinois, where the schools are
nearly broke, U.S. Steel deprived the school system
of $6.5 million in 1970 by means of an underassessment
of U.S. Steel property.

The average worker earning $7,000 a year pays 8%.
How is this possible? Cheating is one answer.
Large coal companies are mysteriously missing from
local property tax rolls. One corporation bought
insurance from a foreign fh'III but did not report rebates of $2 million a year paid to its Swiss ,
subsidiary. The list of tax violations of corporations
and wealthy individuals is extensive to say the least'.
Why does this ｨｾｰ･ｮ＿＠

A business ethic
based solely on profit fosters greed, and ingenuity
and its devices preoccupy the business mind. Such
minds have created a tax structure so complex that the
laws on income tax alone cover hundreds of volumes in
code books and millions of pages of regulations.
This brings us to the central source of tax evasion{ known euphemistically as tax planning): the law
itself. Filled with exceptions (loopholes), the law
oermi ts and encourages the wealthy to avoid paying
their share. To the extent that the governments allow
loopholes they are subsidizing the taypayer. Letting
taxpayers keep money they would not otherwise be
entitled to without the loophole is tantamount to giving
them the money outright. When the governments-federal and state--give to the poor, they call it
welfare, and the name fits the gifts to the weal thy
as well. Who gets IIIOst of this money? The weal thy
do as shown by the tax returns
The devices make busy law practices and a few
examples of the mechanics may be helpful. For exampIe: Capital Gains is called a tax, but really is a
way to avoid tax. This law enables one to buy property
for investment or speculation and by merely holding
it for six months and a day the taxpayer does not have
to pay tax on 50% of the prof! t. This in itself is a
great benefit, but the law goes further. The 50%
remaining is taxed at a maximum of 35%.
for ordinary income is 70%.

The maximum

Who profits by Capital Gains Welfare? The Brookinr
Institute estimates that $13.7 billion went to less
than 1% of the tax payers (those making $100 ,000 or •
more a year). It also went to the biggest corporations,
who have the most capital.

CRIMINAL LAW, cont' d from page 1.
legal research, almost exclusively for a few years.
He felt that a more moderately sized firm would
present IIIOre opportunities to get into court.

Mr. Wells pointed out that there has been a
change in the profession's attitude toward criminal
law. When he started practicing he said that criminal cases were regarded as "shit money," but that
with the advent of the business-oriented criminals
specifically the drug dealers and pornography
pushers, the field is more lucrative and perhaps
a little more respectable.
Regarding the value of nonlegal degrees, he did
say that when new law school graduates come to him
for a job, he considers a PhD in fields like
History or English to be a good indication that the
applicant has been deeply involved in an intellectual exercise at least once.
He felt that the job prospects in his area of
the legal profession would always be good for a
capable lawyer but he felt that the plethora of new
lawyers would mean that not all of them would be
able to find employment in the field. He pointed out
that his firm gets about fifty applications a year ｾ＠
but only needsto hire one or two new attorneys. He
said th6.t the importance of a lawyer's alma mater
is negligible once he's gotten his first job,
.
unless he got his legal degree from some place ｬｾｫ･＠
Blackstone Correspondence School.
Mr. Wells said that the chief disadvantages to
running your own firm are the high cost of overhead and the difficulties involved with finding
good attorneys and insuring that they turn out a
full week's work of the appropriate quality.

PHOTOTECHNIKA
Portraits & Events
Photography by Art
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Preparing for the Bar Exam?
'I1le Potter Law R.niew-<'BULLET COURSB" haa been tbe CIlIference foe many candidates between 'jlllt miIIins' and 11ICCeU.
nu. COWIe it ｾ､＠
to aid ,the ｉｴｕ､･ｮｾ＠
in lut-minute prepera_
tion for the State is.} Bnmin.tion. Emplwia it placed on thOH
areal mOlt frequendy examined. No-noruenae approaches to
analyzing and writins Bar Problema Ire pm. It ia a fut mOMI
but comprehauiye review of the IUbltantift law. 'I1le BULLET

COURSE provides the candidate an opportunlty to 'get a_y
from it all' and /devote lift dap of .twiy jUlt preceeding the Bar
in February. "nle Coune it daigued to augment the longer
review program.-to get yoW' 1ep1 knowledge together ju.at before
the Eumination.
'I1le Program it held ｾ＠
6:00 and 10:00 P.m. foe 5 COllleCUtiYe eYeDinp. A <kYening Program wil.l be held in San Dieao.
Lo. ｾＺ＠
February 21, 22,23,24, & 25, 1973
San Franciaco: February 16,17,18,19,& 20,1973
San DieJo: February 12, 13,1"" 15, 1978
Tuition it '60.00 in S.F. & LA: '50.00 in San Ilell;O.
Send tuitioo to: POTl'BR LAW RBVlBW, 415 ｃ｡ｭｾ＠
Aft.,
Suite I, Palo Alto, CA 94306
For uuocmation caII: No. Calif: (415) 327-5731
So. Calif: (213) 464-2111 CK
(714) 894-5488

ｰｾ･＠
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Movie Review
Mike Ubaldi

Sean Ellis
The Hastings Rugby Club would like to extend
a sincere thank you to all of those who came out to
watch San Francisco's first Law School Rugby
Tournament. Though a victory was not to be had by
us on that Friday, the team played hard and with the
eeasoned ability which you would expect of a unit .,
which has been working together for four or five
years. The final score was not indicative of the
talent and expertise exhibi ted by such backs as
Paul Wilcox (playing stand-off), Skip Walker at
wing, or even Mike Shepherd at center.
It is hard to pinpoint true error when you
have such a combined team effort. Our Scrum was
stronger and our backs were quicker, and there was
exceptional defensive play. The fact that USF scored
13 points to our lone try.,which netted us 4, has
left the team members dumbfounded.
The Rugby Club will have a chance to redeem
itself as a rematch with Kendrick Hall of USF is
slated for the end of April. This week the team
travels to the Santa Cruz mountains to take on the
Sea Hawks.
In other sportsworthy news this week
we find information from a cub report-p.r hidden in
the foothills over Napa. This informant relates
that he was on hand for the multi-annual Octobogey
Invitational Golf Tournament which was played at
the aesthetic Chimney Rock Golf Course.
He reports that the day's activities began
wi th an invocation on the first tee led by "Brother
Lyle" Carlyle, and would up wi th the OctobogeyBoogie Awards Banquet at the Directors "Clubhouse"
in the Twin Peaks Area.
Highlights of the day included an unprecedented
feat by Hastings' very own Rod "Rooney" Olsen.
He became the first participant in the tournament's
history who walked off with both the low gross and
low net honors. He accomplisbed this by carding a '
round of 78. High gross honors went to Pete
Hanson, a newcomer to the event, who had tallied
193 strokes at the end of the day. There was
much clamor and excitement on the last hole as
everyone was pulling for Pete to get at 29 so as to
reach the 200 mark, but he sank a 12 foot putt and
diminished such hopes.
Other honors were: the goodsportsmanship
award received by Rick Caplan, who threw his nine
iron farther than any nine had been thrown before;
the Life-Saver of the Year award went to Park
Kennedy (for reasons unknown); the newcomer lownet award to Frank Silver; and, lastly, the
closest ｾｯ ﾷ ｴｨ･＠
pin award received by John Oehrlein.
The next Octobogey will be played in mid-March
relates Mr. Octo (Park Kennedy) and Mr. Bogey
(Tom Oehrlein) and again will be by invitation
only!
Lastly . . . the intramural softball season wil
start next week. Get your teams organized, people!
If there are any questions, please have your team
representati ve contact me, Mike Ubaldi.

If "Jeremiah Johnson" were literature, it would
be a folk tale, with all of the archetypal and
epic dimensions of the hero myth. People in earlier
times were much smarter and embedded their religious
and cultural truths in entertaining stories that
were equal parts adventure, sex, Violence, death,
and the supernatural. This American folk tale of
a movie, "Jeremiah Johnson," has that in common
with these earlier hero myths; it contains all of
those elements plus more.

With his opening shots of a Colorado mining
camp, circa 187', Sydney Pollack whisks us back
into the past. Robert Redford plays the hero, a
disenfranchised Civil War veteran who sets off into
the Rocky Mountains to become a trapper, live alone,
and transcend society. Every hero needs his Merlin
to initiate him, offer the magic potion, and instruct
him in the knowledge necessary for survival in
the deadly "forest"; Redford is no different. Will
Geer plays the crazy trapper Bear Claw who finds
Redford, half-starving, and befriends him. Dressed
in flowing white hair, beard and animal skin coat,
Bear Claw shows Jeremiah how to coexist with the
animals, the Indians, and the mountains; he calls
Johnson "pilgrim." From there, the film follows
Jeremiah's life in the wilderness, his marriage, his
feud with the Indians, until at the end of the
picture, Jeremiah Johnson has become a legend to
both the Indians and the white settlers.
A competent, Hollywood director, Pollack ("They
Shoot Horses .. Don't They?") can be trusted not to
bungle if given a good script and strong actors;
here, he has both. The literate hand of Edward
Anhalf ("Becket") can be seen in the overall tautness of the screenplay.
The most incredible aspect of this picture is
the country in which it was filmed. Utah, Wyoming,
and parts of Colorado were all captured at various
times of the year so that one gets a sense of the
seasons and the ｹ･｡ｲｾｶ＠
rhythms 'which have such a
tremendous effect on these diaracters and preurban people in general. The streams, trees, and
snow are all photographed through an ever-so-slightly
tinted blue filter which enhances the film's fafrytale quality and makes it the more poignant. This
treatment of the country underscores the theme of
man's relationship to the land and nature as mystical
experience. It is this notion in the film which
stays with one the longest and is more meaningful
than the other surface American folk ideas embcdied
here.
Finally, this is not a particularly political
film. It portrays the Indians from neither a racist
nor a romantic standpOint, although they are basically
the antagonists in the story. The white community
is dumb and unimaginative but not the incarnation of
evil. The film does not take sides, but rather
attempts to tell a simple story and remain impartial.
Its underlying bias is one shared by all folk literature and that is a world view based on order and
justice. Whether or not this world view is valid
in the face of reality is a question this picture
leaves unanswered; perhaps the answer lies in the
difference between politics and religion. "Jeremiah Johnson" is the kind of film one can see several
times and still be moved. I suggest you start now.

FOR JEWISH SINGLES
L'CHAIM SOCIAL CLUB will hold its winter dance for
all JewiSh singles, their guests, and their friends,
21-45, on Sunday, February 18 at 8pm to lam at "The
Point After," in Ghiradelli Square. There will be
folk singing by guitarist Naomi Chamas. Hors-doeuvres
will be served. For further information, call L' fthaim,
776-7414 .
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SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR

Journal. (For a fuller discussion of this problem, see
HASTINGS LAW NEWS , Dec. 4. Symposium on Grading,
article by Bill Torngren.)

HASTINGS LAW JOURNAL
The Summer Candidacy Program,which was new last
year, added ten students to the Hastings Law Journal.
Although the program began with 16 students. six dropped
out. The program provides for 15-16 students to work
Christine Beck
during the summer under one of the five Note & Comment
Editors, doing essentially the work of a first-year
For those of you who may be curious about the
v
participant. Last April, the Journal held meetings of
Hastings Law Journal, its functions and qualifications
all interested students. approximately 300. Eighty of
for membership, the following information should be
these students submitted writing samples--first-year
helpful.
students submitted memos from the Research & Writing
Course ｾ､＠
second-year students submitted Moot CGurt
Bill Torngren, Editor-in-Chief of the Journal,
briefs. term papers, etc. A panel of - 3 _P.oar4 members
outlined the - structure of the program as consisting
reviewed the samples and selected 16. During the
of an Editorial Board, an Editorial Review Board. and
first week of June. those selected came to school.
staff members. There are approximately 85 student
were assigned topics, and began to work on notes. The
members of the Journal, 21 of whom compose the Editorial
Note & Comment Editors receive a stipend, as do all
Board, 13 of whom compose the Editorial Associates
Editors, but this instruction was part of their parti(to be called the "Editorial Review Board" next year)
Cipation and did not warrant an additional stipend for
with the remainder comprising the staff. Both boards
the summer. Torngren emphasized that the size of the
are made up of second-year participants on the Journal,
Summer Candidacy program depends on the depth of
who are of necessity 3rd year students, since no first
- writing talent and that more instructors may be found
year students participate on the Journal. The staff
if more talent appears.
is composed of any first year participant--which- can
be either 2nd year or 3rd year students. Of the 50
The writing competition is offered during the
odd staff members, 7 this year are 3rd year students.
summer. Any student. first or second year, may submit
a manuscript to be reviewed by the Editorial Board.
The functions of the Editorial Board are to ｾ､ｴ＠
Last summer eight students submitted manuscripts
the Journal: Of the 13 members, the ｅ､ｩｴｯｲＭｾｮｃｨ･ｦ＠
and _ out of the 30 who had originally expressed interest, and
Executive Editor are elected by the entire membership,
four were selected for Journal membership. Torngren
with remaining Editorial Board members to be appointed.
thinks he will get a better response with better publiThe elections are held at the beginning of April each
city this year and believes the writing competition is
year and editorial appointments are made for the
a viable means of obtaining Journal members. He noted,
following year.
however. that the standard used for evaluating manuscripts is that of a "near-publishable note."
The Editorial Review Board (this year Editorial
Associates) are those second-year participants not on
the Editorial Board. Their function is to assist in
rewriting lead articles and act as a "talent pool,"
available for reorganizing or rewriting work.

CLINICAL PROGRAM OFFERED

The staff is composed of first-year participants-both 2nd and 3rd year students. Their duty is to
write a publishable note in the Fall and perform citechecking for lead articles. Torngren estimates that
the work on each note takes approximately 300 hours.
with an additional 150 hours spent on cite-checking and
20 hours spent on galley-proofing and other administrative duties. Each staff member is aSSigned to a "Note &
Comment Editor," and completes a week of familiarization
with the Harvard Citator during the week before school
begins in the Fall. Because of a page limitation
in Journal issues, the group note concept has been
instituted whereby two to three staff members will
collaborate on a note. Second year Law Journal participation is accorded two units and is taken in lieu
of participation in Moot Court, also a two-unit course.
This year. two members are helping lead authors in
researching their articles.
The Journal comes out six times a year. The first
issue was scheduled for November of 1972. but although
23 authors were committed to write articles. none returned copy. Accordingly, an open topic issue will
appear behind schedule, within eight weeks. The five
remaining issues will be another open topic issue, a
California Courts issue, a Legal Profession issue, and
a Symposia issue treating "Sex, Morals and the Law"
1"
"School and Juvenile Law "and " Courts 0 fA ppea.
Law Journal members are selected by four methods:
1.

Grades--the upper 8% of the class for first
year students during the last two years.

2.

Grades--for third year students, any student
with high second-year grades who has not
already been asked to join.

3.

The Summer Candidacy Program.

4.

A writing competition.

(Last year, of 48 people offered membership, 3 turned
it down.)
A preference poll was recently taken among Law
Journal members which showed that they favor using
grades as a criterion for admission, but that they
believe the standard should be the top 8% of each
section, not of the class as a whole. This will hopefully eliminate the problem that occured last year.
when one section contributed only one member to the

The University of Denver College of Law is offering
its third annual Summer Institute in Clinical Legal
Education beginning June 11, 1973. The Institute will
be an intensive ten-week course , offered as part of
the regular sUI!llrer curriculum, for which the University
of Denver awards five quarter hours of credit. Credit
is conditioned upon acceptance of each participant's
law school. Arranging for transfer of such credits will
be the responsibility of the individual students.
This summer, internships will be ' offered in such areas
as criminal law, family law, juvenile law, environmental
law, and others.
Persons desiring further information concerning
this Summer Institute please wrote to: The University
of Denver College of Law, Clinical Education Program,
209-16th St., Suite 200, Denver, Colorado 80202. (303)
753-3193.
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St. Patrick's Celebration!
Starts Thurs., March 15-18
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HASTINGS STUDENT TELLS HIS STORY

Last week, several newspapers in the Bay Area
as well as the UPI wire service reported that a
Hastings student, Robert Prudhomme, had been
arrested in connection with the shooting death of
a Mill Valley College student. As these reports
proved to be inaccurate, the LAW NEWS contacted
Bob Prudhomme, a second-year student, in order
to present Hastings students with the complete
story.
Bob was not "arrested" as reported by UPI
but was detained for questioning as he had witnessed the shooting. Here is his account of the
incident:
The deceased, Jeffrey Simon, had been
visi ting Bob and some friends at Bob I s home in
Oakland, After Jeffrey had left the house to
walk to his car, he was accosted by an unknown
person, and ran to a comer store. He Phoned
Bob and asked for help. Bob then drove down to
the store and brought Jeffrey back to get his car.
As Jeffrey was walking to his car, a person
emerged from the street, started to hassle him,
and after a brief sturggle, Jeffrey Simons was
shot. Already halfway back to his house, Bob
Prudhonrne ran up the stairs and told his friends
to call the police. He then went back outside
to aid the victim.
A neighbor who had heard the shots had
already called the police and had told them of
the figure they saw running into the Prudhomme
residence. When Bob got back down to the street,
the Oakland police "invited" him downtown to
give the details of the shooting.
The newspapers involved in reporting the
original story have since printed retractions
explaining the fact that Bob was not arrested
in connection with the fatal shooting.

ASH ELECTIONS TO BE HELD
The Associated Students of Hastings has
announced that the student body elections
will be conducted on March 7, 1973. The
campaign is tentatively scheduled to begin
February 29, 1973. Any student interested in
running for President, Vice-President, Secretary
or Treasurer should leave his or her name in the
ASH office with a petition signed by 25
registered students.

CALPIRG

There will soon be an organizational meeting
of the California Public Interest Research
Group. (CALPIRG)
CALPIRG ｩｾ＠ a Ralph Nader inspired nonprofit,
student corporation in which students will hire
a staff of fulltime lawyers and scientists to
work on community problems. This student
controlled group will involve a number of colleges
and universities in the Bay Areas and will tackle
any social problem the students are interested in:
environmental and consumer protection, corporate
and governmental responsibility, racism, sexism,
etc.

For more information, call Kurt Ballash (408)
296-9555 or CALPIRG office, 984-4128.

HASTINGS OPENS A PAYING RESEARCH
SERVICE
Following the appropriation of $150 by ASH
Counoil on February 1, final measures have been
taken to provide interested members of the second
and thi-rd-year classes at Hastings with shortterm, paying research assignments with local legal
firms. The research service originated from
discussions and inquiries conducted last spring by
a second-year student, Christopher Brose, at the
suggestion of then ASH presidential candidate,
George Spadoro. After a considerable amount of
red tape, a formal prospectus for Hastings Research
Services was drafted, approved by ASH Council, and
initial contacts between HRS and students were
elicited via posted letters and signs. Presently,
HRS is being introduced to the legal community
by an ad in The Recorder and by a limited bulk
mailing to Hastings alumni now practicing in the
Bay Area.
Several important goals guide the policy
and standards of HRS. First, it is hoped that
the part-time research assignments completed by a
participant will directly or indirectly facilitate
full time placement wi thoa firm in the Bay Area.
MOveover, it is honed that participation in HRS
will provide some meaningful alternative to Law
Journal service to which students may refer in a
job resume. Additionally, it is inevitable that
a participant will gain greater insight into the
practical features of a normal law practice, as
opposed to the theoretical disciplines instilled
in the classroom. Finally, the student who
competently performs a research assignment to
the satisfaction of his client-firm will receive
a stipend computed at $4 per hour of research time
ｾｸｰ･ｮ､Ｎ＠

It should be noted that the HRS
is a nonprofit organization affiliated with ASH,
and is not sufficiently funded to allow prepayment
by HRS to a participant before the work product
has been billed and collected. This means the
student who undertakes an assignment will be
compensated only after the client firm has received a satisfactory work product and has made
payment to Hastings Research Services. To
facilitate communication and future work assignment
HRS requires the student to personally deliver
the work product to the firm whenever practicable,
thus affording each party an opportunity to converse on a personal, professional level.
To be successful, HRS needs responsible
students from the second and third year classes
to effectively meet whatever assignments the HRS
is able to procure from the legal community. If
you think you fiU the bill, drop a card in the
HRS file box in the ASH office, indicating your
name, phone number, preferred work topics, and
available work schedule. You owe it to yourself.
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